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ATTORNEY SHARES EXPERIENCES WITH RTIP STUDENTS
Tucson, AZ — Alan Foreman, Chairman and CEO

of Thoroughbred Horsemen's Association, Inc.
took time from his busy schedule to be a guest
lecturer on Wednesday evening speaking to the
ACBS 433-Advanced Racing Laws and
Enforcement class. As an attorney who has
worked in the industry for over thirty years, Mr.
Foreman has represented a wide variety of
industry participants from stewards to
horsemen.
Alan walked the students through his first case,
the very controversial 1980 Preakness Stakes
where the winner Codex was accused of bumping and throwing off stride the Kentucky
Derby winning filly Genuine Risk. He discussed the entire process that he and the
stewards used to make their case from looking at still photos to every video frame of the
race.
Alan has also represented horsemen and told that students that stewards can get in
trouble by issuing rulings that don’t interpret their state’s rules correctly as well as not
looking at aggravating and mitigating circumstances when assessing penalties.
Lastly, Alan spoke about the difficulties and the importance of the implementation of
uniform medication rules in horse racing.
He also described his work as the prosecutor of USEF medication cases and the
differences between the adjudication of medication positives in the horse show world
versus the horse racing industry.
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ABOUT THE RACE TRACK INDUSTRY PROGRAM:
The University of Arizona Race Track Industry Program offers both a Bachelors and Masters degree program
with an emphasis on the pari-mutuel racing industry and hosts the Global Symposium on Racing & Gaming,
held every December since 1974 in Tucson, Arizona.
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